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“What does she want to do? I want to go up…” 

 

No one dared to take a step forward as they looked at Little Linglong standing in front of the ancient 

path. 

 

They had all seen how terrifying Little Linglong was just now. Who would dare to provoke her now? 

However, no one was willing to give up when they were so close to obtaining the final victory. 

 

“Get out of the way!” Fuyao snorted and instantly lured a green lotus over to entangle Little Linglong. 

She instantly exerted strength and threw Little Linglong away. At this moment, a purple sword charged 

over from behind and cut through the vines. 

 

“Senior Sister.” 

 

When she saw Lin Qingzhu appear in front of her again, she was instantly delighted. Her mood gradually 

improved as if she had withered and returned to normal. 

 

When Lin Qingzhu felt her aura starting to fade, she knew that things were going to get bad. If she had 

known earlier, she would have pretended to be dead for a while. 

 

“Forget it. Watch me in this final battle.” 
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After some consideration, Lin Qingzhu had completely recovered. She did not feel any pressure facing 

this group of opponents. She had already lied to Linglong once. If she lied to her again, she would feel 

guilty. How could she lie to a child again and again? 



 

“Linglong, go to Eldest Senior Brother. You can just watch me.” Lin Qingzhu said gently. 

 

Little Linglong was a little unhappy and still wanted to fight. However, she still obediently listened to her 

senior sister and returned behind Liu Qingfeng to watch. 

 

Seeing that the little demon king seemed to have changed into a different person and was so obedient, 

everyone who had been hammered was instantly stunned. 

 

Was this still the little demon king in their impression? 

 

As another ray of light descended, the door to the ancient starlight path completely opened. 

 

Fuyao’s eyes moved, and several green lotuses instantly appeared. She shouted, “Move aside…” 

 

Lin Qingzhu waved the Violet Cloud Sword in her hand and slashed down, directly severing the green 

lotus. She waved her sword domineeringly and said coldly, “All of you, attack together.” 

 

“Arrogant!” A young man sneered and instantly stabbed his spear over. The powerful force was like a 

dragon leaving the sea, and in an instant, sparks flew. 

 

Lin Qingzhu calmly retreated and took a step into the ancient path of starlight. She slashed out with her 

sword and resolved that person’s attack. 

 

On the other side, Fuyao slapped over. Lin Qingzhu was not to be outdone. The two of them exchanged 

another palm strike and each took a few steps back. 

 



Fuyao’s beautiful face was a little pale. She had fought Liu Qingfeng for thousands of rounds and had 

consumed too much energy. At this moment, she was already an arrow at the end of its flight. Although 

she had the recovery pill, the effect was far from being able to instantly recover like the Connate Great 

Recovery Pill. 

 

On the other side, the three people who were secretly observing saw Lin Qingzhu and Fuyao entangled 

together. They found an opportunity and rushed into the ancient starlight path. 

 

“Haha, the throne of Yun Ding is mine…” 

 

As if victory was in their grasp, the three people who were originally fighting side by side began to fight 

for the throne. 

 

The chaotic battle erupted again. Liu Qingfeng took the opportunity to join the battle. 

 

Little Linglong stood rooted to the ground in a daze. She didn’t move because her senior sister hadn’t 

told her to. Her big eyes were filled with doubt as she stared blankly at the battle above. 

 

The battlefield moved from the peak of the clouds to the ancient path of starlight. 

 

After getting rid of Fuyao, Lin Qingzhu’s gaze landed on the three people in front of her. 

 

“Get down here!” 

 

In an instant, a sword intent filled with blood energy erupted. An Asura from the Nine Nether pounced 

forward and bit down. 

 

The three of them instantly reacted and hurriedly turned around to block. Who would have thought that 

after fighting for so long, Lin Qingzhu was still in her peak state? 



 

At this moment, they were already covered in wounds and had consumed too much spiritual energy. 

They could not withstand it at all. 

 

“Pfft…” 

 

Lin Qingzhu killed three people with just one strike. 

 

The three of them thought that they were about to ascend the throne. Who would have thought that in 

the next second, they would be beaten out of Mount Yun Ding? 

 

At this moment, only Fuyao and a disciple of the Divine Language Academy were left. 

 

“Junior Sister, I’ll help you!” 

 

Liu Qingfeng slapped over with his palm. The Heaven Mending Technique went all out and directly 

swept Fuyao and the two disciples into it. 

 

Lin Qingzhu looked at him gratefully and turned around. She rushed up the ancient starlight path and 

was about to sit on the throne. 

 

“No!” 

 

Fuyao’s heart trembled. That close distance was unreachable. She had cultivated bitterly for so many 

years, waiting for this day. Now, the fruits of victory were about to be taken away. She did not hold back 

and completely erupted at this moment. 

 

Boom… 



 

The ancient path trembled. Above the clouds, a green lotus pierced through the Heavenly Abyss. 

 

“This…” 

 

Everyone outside the arena watched this scene in a daze. They were completely shocked as they looked 

at the green lotus swaying in the chaos. 

 

“She has already inherited the status of the Jade-Lake Saintess and grasped a secret technique of the 

Green Lotus.” 

 

Everyone looked at Fuyao in disbelief. She slowly rose into the sky and gently stepped on the green 

lotus. She was like a goddess from the Nine Heavens, peerlessly beautiful. 

 

“Is this her final trump card?” 

 

Lin Qingzhu was secretly shocked when she saw this scene. She had previously heard from her master 

that the Jade-Lake Holy Land had an inheritance. 

 

It was the secret technique of the Jade-Lake Fairy. The previous First Elders of the Jade-Lake were 

nurturing the successor to the position of the Jade-Lake Fairy. 

 

However, since ancient times, there has been no one who could inherit it. 

 

Unexpectedly, the Jade-Lake Fairy had already appeared in this generation. 


